NAME THAT MOVIE!

NYU EDITION
WHICH MOVIE IS THIS SCENE FROM?

A. Fantastic 4
B. When Harry Met Sally
C. The Irishman
The answer is B. When Harry Met Sally (1993)

Harry Burns (Billy Crystal) dropped off Sally Albright (Meg Ryan) in front of the Arch.
In which movie does Nicolas Cage play a fictional NYU alumnus?

A. National Treasure
B. The Family Man
C. The Rock
The answer is B. The Family Man (2000)

Cage stars as Jack Campbell, a Wall Street businessman whose life is turned upside down.
IN WHICH MOVIE IS EM LEWIN A FICTIONAL NYU STUDENT?

A. Into the Wild

B. Twilight

C. Adventureland
The answer is C. Adventureland (2009)

Kristen Stewart stars as Em, a student at NYU who is back home for the summer.
THIS SCENE WAS FILMED IN FRONT OF BOB’S BAGELS. WHAT MOVIE IS IT?

A. Avengers: Infinity War
B. Captain America
C. Iron Man 2
The answer is A. Avengers: Infinity War (2018)

Robert Downey Jr. strikes again
In which movie is Paul Finch a fictional, soon-to-be NYU student?

A. Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle
B. Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist
C. American Pie
The answer is C. American Pie (1999)

Eddie Kaye Thomas stars as Paul Finch
This scene is from which movie?

A. Halloweentown
B. Ghostbusters II
C. Scooby-Doo: The Movie
The answer is B.
Ghostbusters II (1989)

Who you gonna call?!
In which movie is Princess Daisy a fictional NYU student?

A. Super Mario Bros
B. James and the Giant Peach
C. The Princess Diaries
The answer is A. Super Mario Bros (1993)

Yeah, we were surprised too.